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79%
Survey respondents who believe the automotive 

industry in North America will return to business as 
usual sometime within the next 12 months 

Respondents who indicate they are likely 
adjusting budgets for capital expenditure 

projects and R&D

78%

45%
Respondents who are somewhat to 

well prepared to maintain investments 
in R&D, product development and 

innovation initiatives 

A paradox?

77%
Respondents who indicate they are unlikely 

to divest or sell pieces of the business to 
increase liquidity 

68%
Respondents who believe the coronavirus 

is going to increase deal activity in the 
market (M&A, divestiture, JVs, etc.)



The global battle against the new coronavirus devastated the 
automotive industry in the first 100 days of 2020. Recent headlines 
confirm what many had predicted in the early days of the fight. 
Plunging sales, layoffs and furloughs, missed financial targets, 
revised forecasts, liquidity worries and the May 22 bankruptcy filing 
of Hertz Global Holdings Inc.1 all have made the news. As former 
Ford CEO Mark Fields said in an April discussion with Automotive 
News Publisher Jason Stein: “Unlike the Great Recession and the 
technology meltdown where sales slowed, here you have sales going 
from 100 mph to 0 almost instantaneously.” 

As the world approaches the second half of 2020, however, new 
stories are emerging: factories restarting; showrooms reopening; 
a cautious return to a sense of normalcy and, as much as possible, 
business as usual.

In April, the Automotive News Data Center published the results of 
a March 2020 survey of 314 dealers across the U.S. and Canada to 
understand how they were responding to and weathering the impact 
of the coronavirus. In this follow-up special report, we delve into 
the world of North American parts suppliers to examine the impact 
COVID-19 has had on their businesses and explore whether they are 
getting ready to restart or reset – to survive or thrive – as the industry 
and the world begin to emerge from the pandemic’s grip. We also 
hear from Dietmar Ostermann, senior partner and US Automotive 
Advisory Leader, PwC, on recommendations suppliers should 
consider as they get back to business. 



INTRODUCTION



Only a quarter of North American automotive 
suppliers are focused on resetting the strategic 
direction of their business once the coronavirus 
subsides. The vast majority are focused on 
returning to the normal course of business as 
best they can. This is according to a survey of 120 
North American automotive suppliers conducted 
by the Automotive News Data Center from April 
16 to 29. Nearly three-fourths (74 percent) of 
survey respondents expect North American 
revenue declines in 2020 of 25 percent or more, 
and 78 percent indicate their companies are likely 
adjusting budgets for capital expenditure projects 
and investments in R&D. 

For automakers, analysts and others watching 
how the automotive supply base in North America 
bounces back from COVID-19, the question 
becomes, are suppliers working to survive or 
to thrive? And, based on the answers, what 
are the long-term implications to product and 
innovation agendas; strategic sourcing programs; 
supply chain optimization and risk management; 
company performance and shareholder value; 
and so much more?

Complicating planning efforts is a deep sense of 
uncertainty among survey respondents. Almost all 
respondents believe the rebound in North America 
will be slow and gradual, yet only about half (53 
percent) feel they are somewhat or well prepared to 
survive a second wave of the coronavirus. Said one: 
“Approach cautiously or the economy could collapse 
if a major resurgence appears.” 

In the following pages, we delve deeper into 
suppliers’ responses to the survey. C-suite and other 
senior executives provide insight into their efforts to 
cut costs and increase liquidity. They also share their 

outlooks on the industry and what they believe will 
be the most significant challenges to coming back 
online.

Throughout, we include anonymized comments from 
respondents that shed additional light on these and 
other themes. Finally, we conclude with perspective 
and insight from PwC’s Dietmar Ostermann and 
Akshay Singh. They offer insights and actionable 
recommendations automotive suppliers might want 
to consider as they look ahead to the rest of 2020 
and beyond. 

“The supply industry is in better 
shape now than the industry was 
in 2008 and 2009. On the other 
hand, I would also argue that this
shock is potentially a stronger
shock to the system because 
of the shutdown, and you have 
so much insecurity all over the 
place. It will be very difficult to 
fully ramp things back up once 
it’s over.”2 
- Dietmar Ostermann
  US Automotive Advisory Leader, PwC
 



On April 16, the Automotive News Data Center, a division 
of Automotive News, emailed a comprehensive survey to 
readers across North America who identified themselves 
as automotive suppliers. The survey was in response to the 
coronavirus pandemic and the impact it was having across 
the automotive value chain. The goal was to examine how 
suppliers were being impacted by the coronavirus and 
understand their plans for resuming operations as the crisis 
subsides. This report presents an analysis of survey findings.

Responses were received from 120 people from April 16 to 
29, the majority of which represented board directors, the 
C-suite and other executive positions. Nearly half (46 percent) 
represented companies that generated more than $150 
million in revenue in North America in 2019. Most were private 
companies with North American headquarters in the U.S. 

Some questions invited respondents to provide additional 
perspective, using free-text comment fields throughout the 
questionnaire. Throughout this report, charts are augmented 
with some of those anonymized comments. 

METHODOLOGY 
& DEMOGRAPHICS



WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE?

EXECUTIVE

44%
C-SUITE

15%

MANAGER

30%

BOARD DIRECTOR

2%

OTHER

9%

61%

HOW MUCH REVENUE DID YOUR 
ORGANIZATION GENERATE IN 

NORTH AMERICA IN 2019?

MORE THAN $1B

$500M - $1B

$150M - $500M

$50M - $150M

$1M - $50M

LESS THAN $1M

21%

6%

19%

17%

31%

6%

78%
SURVEY RESPONDENTS 

REPRESENTING 
PRIVATE COMPANIES

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST 
DESCRIBES YOUR ORGANIZATION?

TIER 1 SUPPLIER SUB-TIER 1 SUPPLIER OTHER

47%
36%

17%

Source: Automotive News Data Center



Source: Automotive News Data Center

To what extent do you believe weathering the 2008-09 recession 
helped your company prepare for and navigate the coronavirus crisis?

FASTER ABOUT THE SAME OR SLOWER

46% 54%

Compared with the recovery from the 2008-09 economic 
recession, how fast do you believe business in North 

America will recover once this crisis subsides?

NOT AT ALL

13%

A SMALL 
EXTENT

SOME 
EXTENT

A MODERATE 
EXTENT

A GREAT 
EXTENT

19%

36%

18%
14%

Survey respondents who are more 
worried about the impact of the 

coronavirus on the economy vs. the 
impact of the 2008-09 recession

55%



Source: Automotive News Data Center

Uncertainty        
is the biggest 
planning issue.”
– Survey respondent

Survey respondents who say they are 
well prepared for a recovery scenario 
in which consumer uncertainty results 

in a slow, gradual rebound

32% “

Source: Automotive News Data Center

How is your company planning to return to business when the crisis subsides?

RESTARTING THE BUSINESS RESETTING THE BUSINESS

72% 25%
Returning to the normal course of 

business as best we can
Acquiring new capabilities or technologies, 

divesting unprofitable pieces of the organization, 
recruiting new kinds of talent, etc.

Note: The remaining 3% of respondents selected “other.”

Our focus is on resuming shipments 
from suppliers and to customers 
who are currently closed.”

“
– Survey respondent



SURVIVAL OF  
THE FITTEST 
Pulling strategic levers and working 
across the value chain to increase 
liquidity and reduce costs



The majority (79 percent) of suppliers 
responding to the survey believe business as 
usual in North America will return sometime 
within the next 12 months. At the same time, 
nearly three-fourths (74 percent) estimate 
2020 North American revenue declines of 25 
percent or greater as a result of the effects 
the coronavirus has had on the industry and 
their businesses. And while views are mixed 
as to whether the rebound from the impact of 
COVID-19 will be faster than the recovery from 
the 2008-09 Great Recession, very few believe 
there will be a rapid recovery and surge in 
economic activity.

In response to the immediate impact on their 
businesses and to prepare for an expected slow 
and gradual recovery, suppliers have taken and 
are considering steps to reduce costs and shore 
up short-term liquidity.

More than half have laid off or furloughed 
employees, and a significant number have 
applied for government support and have 
adjusted employee compensation. Suppliers 
are considering further action should it be 
warranted. Among actions respondents are 
likely to take, drawing down lines of credit ranks 
at the top of the list, followed by restructuring 
corporate debt.

Suppliers note that shifting operations 
to low-cost countries and divesting 
or selling pieces of the business are 
strategic levers they are most unlikely 
to pull in efforts to increase liquidity and 
reduce costs.

WHICH OF THESE SCENARIOS DO YOU BELIEVE IS 
MOST LIKELY TO OCCUR IN NORTH AMERICA?

Source: Automotive News Data Center

88%
Consumers come roaring 

back, creating a rapid 
recovery and surge in 

economic activity

9%
Shelter-in-place and 

business lockdowns lift 
gradually, but consumer 

uncertainty and a possible 
coronavirus second wave 

slow growth

WHAT ACTIONS ARE YOU CONSIDERING 
TO INCREASE LIQUIDITY?

Top 3 actions 
already taken

55%  
Lay off/furlough 

employees

44%  
Apply for benefits under 

government stimulus

38%  
Adjust employee  

compensation

Top 3 actions 
likely to be taken

47%  
Draw down  
lines of credit

41%  
Restructure  
corporate debt

38%  
Adjust employee  
compensation

Source: Automotive News Data Center



While some suppliers indicated they are trying 
to work with partners, including automakers and 
banks, throughout the value chain to renegotiate 
terms and explore additional levers that could 
help reduce costs, more than half of them are 
only working with partners to a small extent or 
not at all. 

What could be particularly worrisome is the fact 
that more than two-thirds (69 percent) of North 
American suppliers responding to the survey 
noted they were only working with automakers to 
a small extent – if at all – to renegotiate payment 
terms. And of those suppliers who indicated 
they were working with automakers, just 15 
percent described them as being receptive to 
renegotiation discussions. That’s perhaps not 
surprising, given 93 percent of respondents 
say they have no indications that their primary 
automaker customers will make financial 
assistance available. 

Since this survey was conducted, General 
Motors and Ford Motor Co. in May both 
initiated fast-payment programs to help 
suppliers survive the impacts of the 
coronavirus. The programs, which work 
similarly, are designed to accelerate 
payments to suppliers that traditionally 
take 40 to 60 days to settle.3

“Not surprisingly, OEMs are interested in auto 
suppliers exhausting all liquidity and cost-
reduction options first before coming to them,” 
said Dietmar Ostermann, automotive advisory 
leader for PwC in the U.S. “OEMs will incur 
billions of dollars of losses in the next few 
quarters and are not positioned to carry large 
portions of the supply industry.” 

TO WHAT EXTENT ARE YOU WORKING WITH EACH OF 
THE FOLLOWING TO RENEGOTIATE TERMS?

Suppliers that are working to some, moderate or  
great extent to renegotiate terms

BANKS

OTHER SUPPLY 
CHAIN PARTNERS

AUTOMAKERS

48%

38%

31% 69%

Suppliers not 
working much with 

automakers to 
renegotiate terms

Source: Automotive News Data Center

HOW RECEPTIVE HAS EACH OF THE FOLLOWING BEEN 
TO RENEGOTIATION DISCUSSIONS?

Suppliers that are working to renegotiate terms responding 
somewhat, moderately or very receptive

BANKS

OTHER SUPPLY 
CHAIN PARTNERS

AUTOMAKERS

50%

31%

15%

Source: Automotive News Data Center

93%
Respondents who, at the time of the survey, said 

they had no indications that their primary automaker 
customers will make financial assistance available

Source: Automotive News Data Center



Beyond short-term concern related to liquidity and 
cost reduction, some suppliers across North America 
expressed concerns for some longer-term effects of 
the coronavirus that could potentially increase costs. 
Eighty percent of respondents are somewhat to 
extremely concerned that the coronavirus will result in 
cancellation or significant delays (12 months or longer) 
of planned product launches. 

“We’re seeking early payment for 
new-program tooling where launch 

dates have been delayed.” 
– Survey respondent

Their concerns are likely warranted. According to 
reporting from Automotive News, Ford has delayed 
the debut of the Bronco and Bronco Sport, GM 
has delayed its reveal of the electrified Hummer, 
and Rivian has pushed plans to launch sales of its 
pickup and SUV into 2021. Other automakers are 
looking for alternative debut solutions for vehicle 
reveals originally slated for the 2020 North American 
International Auto Show in Detroit and other shows 
canceled or likely to be canceled that are scheduled 
for the second half of 2020.  

“Cash is king for the next few months in the auto 
industry,” said Ostermann. “Many OEMs will cancel or 
delay new products. Automotive suppliers that have 
already invested into tooling for those programs need 
to work with the OEMs to get reimbursed in the most 
appropriate way.”

“

Concerns for potential cost 
increases also loom for 
some suppliers 

AS THE CORONAVIRUS CRISIS SUBSIDES AND 
OPERATIONS RESUME, HOW CONCERNED ARE 

YOU ABOUT EACH OF THE FOLLOWING?
Suppliers that responded somewhat, moderately  

or extremely concerned

80%  
Concerned about cancellation or 
significant delays (12 months or 

longer) of planned product launches

70%
Concerned about delays in 

implementing commercialized 
innovations or delays in bringing 
early-stage innovations to market

68%  
Concerned about declining 

productivity as a result of adopting 
processes and procedures designed 

to protect workers

56%  
Concerned about costs associated 
with increasing inventory to better 

respond to a resurgence of the 
coronavirus and/or better prepare for 

the next crisis 

Source: Automotive News Data Center



Suppliers also appear to be thinking about added cost 
and time that will likely be required to operate safely 
in a post-coronavirus world. Sixty-eight percent of 
respondents are somewhat to extremely concerned 
about declining productivity as a result of adopting 
processes and procedures to better protect workers, 
and 56 percent are equally concerned about additional 
cost they will have to incur to better respond to a 
possible second wave of the coronavirus (or some other 
crisis in the future).  

“Shift changes that maybe took 15 minutes before may 
take an hour now, given widespread testing protocols 
each supplier must adhere to,” said former Ford CEO 
Mark Fields in an April discussion with Automotive News 
Publisher Jason Stein. “Plant layouts will need to be 
adjusted to meet the social distancing guidelines of  
6 feet. So there will be some productivity impact, at least 
initially, until we get to some semblance of stability.”

Despite significant uncertainty surrounding 
many issues related to the coronavirus and 
the lasting impact the pandemic could have on 
the industry and consumers, suppliers appear 
certain that product quality will not suffer. 
Nearly three-fourths (72 percent) are only 
slightly or not at all concerned with declining 
product quality as operations resume amidst 
uncertain production schedules and market 
conditions.



When do suppliers feel the industry will 
return to some sense of normalcy? In the 
next section, we discuss their outlook and 

significant challenges they feel need to 
be addressed as manufacturing facilities 

come back online, offices reopen and 
consumers return to the marketplace.



PREPARING 
TO THRIVE
Suppliers’ outlook and the 
challenges associated with 
coming back online



Most suppliers responding to the survey are 
more or equally as worried about the impact 
the coronavirus will have on their companies, 
the economy and the North American and 
global automotive industries as compared 
with the impact of the Great Recession.

And while most (79 percent) believe business 
in North America will return to normal within 
the next 12 months, most also believe that the 
potential rebound scenarios will likely result 
in a slow, gradual recovery where signifi cant 
growth is stalled for the next several months.  

RESPONDENTS WHO ARE EQUALLY OR MORE 
WORRIED ABOUT THE IMPACT OF THE CORONAVIRUS 
ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING COMPARED WITH THE 
2008-09 RECESSION

82%
81%
81%
77%

The global auto industry

The North American auto industry

The economy

Their company
Source: Automotive News Data Center

WHICH OF THESE 
SCENARIOS DO YOU 
BELIEVE IS MOST 
LIKELY TO OCCUR IN 
NORTH AMERICA?

RESPONDENTS WHO 
SAY THEY ARE WELL 
PREPARED TO RESPOND 
TO EACH SCENARIO

36% 29% 23% 9% 3%

32% 32% 12% 53% 13%

Uneasy 
consumers 

Lockdowns lift, but 
lagging consumer 

confi dence and 
uncertainty result 
in a slow, gradual 

recovery

A soft 
opening 

Lockdowns lift 
gradually, but 

suspension of school, 
sporting events, 
concerts, trade 

shows, etc. extends 
through 2020

A second 
wave

Lockdowns lift and 
consumers start 

coming back, but a 
resurgence of the 
coronavirus delays 
sustainable growth 

into 2021

A roaring 
comeback
Lockdowns lift, 
and consumers 
come roaring 

back, creating a 
rapid recovery 
and surge in 

economic activity

A long 
haul

Lockdowns remain 
for the remainder 
of 2020, stalling 

signifi cant growth 
and recovery into 

2021

Most suppliers feel they are not well prepared
to respond to the scenarios they forecast as 

most likely in North America.

Source: Automotive News Data Center



Most challenges suppliers view as significant are 
related to the uncertainty surrounding a return 
to normal operations. Among the challenges 
respondents cite most, managing uncertain 
automaker production schedules tops the list 
– a challenge exacerbated by the likelihood 
that automakers will plan production schedules 
based on consumer demand, something of 
significant uncertainty and largely outside their 
control. 

“Our automotive experts believe that 2020 
vehicle production in North America will not 
be limited by the ability of OEMs and suppliers 
to reinvigorate the supply chain, but rather by 
a lack of consumer demand triggered by sky-
high unemployment levels and significant hits 
of people’s investment portfolios,” said PwC’s 
Dietmar Ostermann.

Other concerns topping suppliers’ list of most 
critical challenges are implementing operational 
changes in response to the “new normal” and 
flexing operations in response to fluctuating 
recovery scenarios.

Less than a quarter of survey 
respondents (18 percent) feel they are 
well prepared to tackle what they view 
as the most significant challenge to 
resuming operations. 

How prepared are suppliers to overcome these 
challenges? Based on survey responses, not 
well at all. On average, approximately three-
fourths of respondents felt they were somewhat 
to not at all prepared to address the top three 
challenges to coming back online. 

TOP 3 MOST SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES SUPPLIERS 
CITE AS THE INDUSTRY RECOVERS FROM THE 

CORONAVIRUS

57%
52%
51%

Managing uncertain 
automaker production 
schedules

Implementing operational 
changes in response to 
the “new normal”

Flexing operations in 
response to fluctuating 
recovery scenarios

RESPONDENTS WHO SAY THEY ARE WELL 
PREPARED TO TACKLE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT 

CHALLENGES SUPPLIERS CITE AS THE INDUSTRY 
RECOVERS FROM THE CORONAVIRUS

18%
24%
26%

Managing uncertain 
automaker production 
schedules

Implementing operational 
changes in response to 
the “new normal”

Flexing operations in 
response to fluctuating 
recovery scenarios

Source: Automotive News Data Center

Source: Automotive News Data Center



Suppliers want communication, 
coordination and transparency
Production in North America and Europe started 
coming back online in late April, following restarts 
in China.

Suppliers, according to survey respondents, seem 
to agree that a worldwide, industry-coordinated 
launch plan would be beneficial to helping the 
industry resume operations. Specifically, more 
than three-fourths believe that coordination will 
help reduce risk and create some certainty.

Several respondents voiced frustration with 
current coordination efforts. “The OEMs are 
an uncoordinated mess,” said one supplier. 
“Official communications are more lip service 
than facts and dates, and always last minute.” 
Other suppliers also commented on a lack of 
coordination among automakers, the UAW 
and state governments, as well as a lack of 
transparency from automakers. 

“Production start dates should be coordinated not 
only across states in the U.S., but also regionally 
and globally,” said Ostermann. “Most U.S. 
assembly plants can’t run for very long without 
facilities in Mexico being open since many receive 
components from those plants.”

“Pull Mexico ahead of  
lifting ‘stay’ orders.”

– Survey respondent

“Concerned how long  
Mexico will be down.” 

– Survey respondent

“

HOW HELPFUL WOULD IT BE TO REDUCING 
RISK, MANAGING RAMP-UP AND CREATING 

CERTAINTY IF AUTOMAKERS AND SUPPLIERS 
COLLECTIVELY DEFINED COMMON REGIONAL 

START DATES TO RESUME OPERATIONS?

47%

Very 
helpful

Somewhat 
helpful

Neither 
helpful nor 
unhelpful

Somewhat 
unhelpful

Unhelpful

29%

12%
7% 5%

76%

Source: Automotive News Data Center



What’s next? 
The changing pace of innovation

With the coronavirus pandemic, as with previous 
crises, some innovations are here to stay. 

Concerns about the spread of the virus have 
dampened optimism for shared mobility. Indeed, 
most North American suppliers responding to the 
survey believe the coronavirus will not accelerate 
the adoption of autonomous or electric vehicles 
nor create a tipping point to shared, integrated 
mobility. 

Many, however, believe the pandemic will 
accelerate the adoption of Industry 4.0 
technologies such as augmented and virtual 
reality, cognitive and artificial intelligence and 
advanced Internet of Things capabilities. 

More than half of respondents believe that in 
response to the coronavirus and through efforts 
to mitigate future risks, manufacturers are 
going to find new ways to automate, resulting in 
fewer workers to achieve the objectives of the 
business. 

And nearly two-thirds believe the coronavirus will 
result in fewer North American suppliers.  

“We are anticipating a surge in auto supplier 
M&A activity as a result of this crisis,” said 
Ostermann. “First, several auto suppliers 
are likely to be financially distressed and will 
welcome financial and strategic investors. 
Second, the strongest and better-prepared 
auto suppliers see the current turmoil as an 
opportunity to make strategic acquisitions.” 

55+

Source: Automotive News Data Center

PERCENT OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS WHO 
DISAGREE THE CORONAVIRUS WILL …

Accelerate the 
adoption of 
autonomous 

vehicles

Accelerate 
the adoption 

of electric 
vehicles

Create a tipping 
point to shared, 

integrated 
mobility

37%  
Respondents who agree the 

coronavirus will accelerate the 
adoption of Industry 4.0 technology

57%
Respondents who agree the 
coronavirus will accelerate 

automation, requiring fewer workers 
to achieve business objectives

63%  
Respondents who agree the 

coronavirus will reduce the number of 
manufacturers in the North American 

supply base

Source: Automotive News Data Center



Source: Automotive News Data Center
Mixed reviews on the 

response from government

How would you rate the response 
from state governments?

How would you rate the response 
from the federal government?

51%
Poor to fair

49%
Good to excellent

43%
Poor to fair

57%
Good to excellent

55% Respondents who believe the $2 trillion stimulus 
package passed by the U.S. government will have little 
to no effect in helping automotive suppliers respond to 
the short- and long-term impact of the coronavirus

What steps do suppliers believe state and federal governments 
should take to ensure the financial stability of the automotive supply 

base during and following the coronavirus pandemic?

“Implement a stimulus program 
like Cash for Clunkers.”

“Get out of the way and let 
manufacturers get back to work.”

“Offer additional loans and 
grants to ensure liquidity.”

“Set a plan to reopen the 
economy as soon as possible.”

“Funds for additional testing, 
PPE and vaccines.”

“



RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
SURVIVE AND THRIVE
According to PwC, there are several short- and long-term 
actions automotive suppliers should evaluate as they 
prepare to survive and thrive in a post-coronavirus world. 



Short-term recommendations
Strategic liquidity management: 
Suppliers will need to redouble efforts to preserve and 
create liquidity, especially with so many unknowns 
surrounding consumer demand for vehicles in the next six 
to 18 months. To endure what looks to be a contraction 
in demand over this period, suppliers should develop 
multiple conservative volume scenarios to ensure they will 
have the liquidity needed to survive even the worst-case 
scenario. Such scenario planning should be based on 
regular discourse with — and getting on the same page 
as — automakers and industry experts through sharing all 
relevant intelligence (e.g., economic forecasts and consumer 
and market trends). Once suppliers get a clearer picture of 
their needs, they must explore actions to shore up liquidity. 
These actions can take various forms, including securing 
new credit lines from banks; applying for various state and 
federal government support instruments; and renegotiating 
terms with automakers or Tier 2 suppliers. 

Cost reduction: 
It will be increasingly important for suppliers to tirelessly 
ferret out cost-cutting opportunities. They should look at 
cutting across all areas of the business, including direct and 
indirect materials; manufacturing; manufacturing overhead; 
engineering; and selling, general and administrative 
expenses. Many suppliers have discontinued buying 
unnecessary materials and are working down their raw 
materials and purchased parts inventories as they ramp 
up. Most also have laid off or furloughed most hourly 
and salaried staff and are careful in calling them back as 
assembly plants restart production. Also, suppliers have 
reduced executive and salaried staff pay and downsized 
support functions. Many indirect materials purchases are 
being delayed or temporarily discontinued. Work on new 
programs with capital-intensive investments should be 
delayed or pre-funded by the automakers. The potential for 
cost cuts is huge, and they should be pursued vigorously.

Production ramp-up: 
As factories ramp up, suppliers need to continue following 
COVID-19 work practices to ensure the safety of their work 
force while simultaneously striving to reestablish high 
productivity levels in the new environment of distancing 
and sanitation. Manufacturing engineers need to come up 
with fresh concepts — in the factory and in the office — and 
pair them with remote work options where possible. They 
should consult with industry peers to share best practices 
in an esprit de corps, even with competitors, for the sake 
of the industry’s health. Preventing a COVID-19 outbreak 
at the workplace is of paramount importance, as it could 
cause serious setbacks in back-to-work efforts. If outbreaks 
do happen, it’s essential to control them with an employee 
tracing solution along with following the industry’s best-
practice health and safety protocols.

Supply base management: 
It will become increasingly important — even critical — for 
the industry’s supply network to have visibility into the 
financial conditions and capabilities of all players, regardless 
of size. For example, Tier 1 suppliers will need to have a very 
firm and near real-time understanding of the condition of 
Tier 2 and Tier 3 suppliers. Challenges for some suppliers 
may intensify to a breaking point if they do not have the 
liquidity needed to replenish materials inventories as 
demand recovers. Therefore, it will become increasingly 
important for the upper-tier suppliers to keep close and 
constant dialogue with their suppliers. Liquidity crises for 
even a few integral suppliers could trigger a domino effect 
of disruption and bottlenecks through some supply chains.



Strategic priorities reset: 
The COVID-19 crisis has upended product-demand forecasts, challenging many 
suppliers to recalibrate without any certainty of what future customer demand 
will be — even a few months out. The murky vision of the future has left suppliers 
saddled with the difficult task of redefining their value propositions. This uncertainty 
also affects suppliers’ strategic priorities and ushers in a need to reassess what to 
focus on — and what to invest in. Quite simply, suppliers are being forced to make 
informed bets. 

For instance, plans to invest in new products and technologies targeted for Level 4 
and Level 5 autonomous vehicles may have to take a back seat to more immediate 
needs, such as electric vehicle products and technologies. This reevaluation of 
priorities may naturally alter investment strategies. It may be that suppliers ought to 
focus on — and invest most heavily in — those technologies that are most urgently 
needed and will provide returns in the short term. At the same time, suppliers will 
still need to devote some capital to research in order to develop forward-looking 
technologies that will enable them to stay competitive in the long term. However, 
resetting priorities could be a difficult balancing act for the industry.

Cost structure optimization: 
Suppliers will need to pull all levers possible to optimize the cost structure across 
the entire value chain: material, manufacturing plants, overhead, etc. They should 
renegotiate terms with suppliers and automakers. These combined efforts will be 
essential for many suppliers that need to free up cash. As innovation is essential to 
every supplier’s success, this freed-up cash can be shunted to investments in new 
products and technologies (EV and autonomous features), enabling suppliers to 
remain competitive. It may even strengthen their position by allowing them to make 
strategic moves in mergers and acquisitions.

Long-term 
recommendations



CONCLUSION
The spread of the coronavirus can be likened to a wave, first washing over Asia and then making 
its way across Europe and the Americas. Across the global automotive industry’s value chain, 
dealers were impacted almost immediately. In North America at least, only now are they seeing 
the potential light at the end of the tunnel.4  

Suppliers were certainly not immune to the early days of the coronavirus outbreak, but they are 
now confronting a new set of challenges as they partner with automakers to begin ramping up 
operations. And those challenges are uniquely complex.

Suppliers were in much better financial position to weather this crisis than the Great Recession. 
But there are uncertainties that no leader could have imagined confronting just a few months ago. 
The degree of the unknown is driven by the spread of COVID-19 and how soon people feel they 
can safely congregate – whether at work or at the grocery store.

For suppliers, short-term liquidity and cost-reduction challenges will need to be addressed first, 
along with workplace safety protocols. Longer term, suppliers are going to have to figure out 
whether changes to protect the workplace and work force in response to COVID-19 need to be 
permanent and, if so, how those changes might impact the business – from R&D to production. 
And, moreover, how those permanent changes can be scaled worldwide in partnership with 
automaker customers and others in the value chain to recognize operational efficiencies.  

Rebounding from the coronavirus is going to be complex. For now, at least, most suppliers are 
focused on just that, and relatively few are using this crisis to jettison unprofitable pieces of 
the enterprise, create new business models or undertake other actions to change the strategic 
direction of the company. There will be winners and losers in the battle against the effects of 
COVID-19, and that could likely be determined by suppliers’ decisions to survive or thrive. 
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